The first cleavage plane and the embryonic axis are determined by separate mechanisms in Xenopus laevis. I. Independence in undisturbed embryos.
We examined the spatial relationships between the meridian of sperm entry the plane of first cleavage, and the embryonic axis (defined by the neural groove) in eggs of Xenopus laevis. Direct measurement of the angular separations between these embryonic structures in gelatin-embedded eggs confirmed the classical conclusion that the sperm entry point and neural groove tend to form on opposite sides of the egg, and also revealed that the first cleavage plane has a nearly random orientation with respect to the neural groove. We next examined the distortion of the first cleavage plane that results from the normal processes of convergence and extension during gastrulation and neurulation. We permanently marked the first cleavage plane by injecting one blastomere of the two-cell embryo with a fluorescent lineage marker. At the start of gastrulation, the interface between the labeled and unlabeled regions was almost randomly oriented relative to the dorsal blastopore lip, confirming our first set of observations. In embryos with the interface less than 60 degrees to the plane passing through the midline of the dorsal lip, convergent movements of cells produced a confrontation of labeled and unlabeled cells along much of the dorsal midline. Thus, although the first cleavage plane and the bilateral plane were frequently not congruent, the morphogenetic movements of gastrulation and neurulation brought about an apparent congruence in many half-labeled embryos.